
 

 

 

 

"I’ve often wondered why we could send a rover to the moon, but couldn’t get something like this on a bottom machine. You are on 

the right track my friend..."  

--Robert Stuart  

Gulf Coast fisherman  

 

Thank you for your purchase of a StrikeLines 3D chart for Android.  The chart is a product of hundreds and hundreds of hours 

tracking down and processing the best raw multi-beam sonar data from tens of different sources.  Using advanced processing 

software normally reserved for petroleum companies and government funded bathymetry surveys, we slowly synthesized it into a 

truly unique chart.  We’re proud of our 3D charts and hope you enjoy using this one as much as we enjoyed creating it. 

*The video instructions for installing a StrikeLines 3D Chart on Android devices can be found here. 
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https://youtu.be/xIKY1vgC9ZA
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1. Download and install OsmAnd Maps Travel Navigate from the Google 

Play Store. 

   

2. Open OsmAnd and select a base map.  We recommend the worldwide 

overview map or the map for your state.
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(Step 2 continued) 

 
 

3. After the base map is finished downloading, check the base map and 

pinch to zoom.                                                          
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4. Exit OsmAnd and power off your device.  After the device is off, turn it 

back on. 

5. Make sure you’re on Wi-Fi and have plenty of free space for the chart.  

The 3D charts can be big (1-10GB). 

6. Go to StrikeLines.com and login to your account. 

7. Go to Downloads.                                        

  

8. Click the yellow button to download the appropriate chart file.  
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9. You may see a small download arrow flashing at the top of your screen. 

When that becomes solid or turns into a check mark your download is 

finished. 

 

 

10. Swipe down from the top to view your notifications. Click the 

notification for the completed download. OsmAnd will automatically 

open and load the chart. 
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11. OsmAnd will load the chart. 

 
                                        

12. Select the chart you downloaded. In the screenshot below it would be 

the Florida Keys chart. 
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13. Click the globe icon in the top left of the chart screen. 

 
 

14. Select the Overlay option.   
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15. Choose the StrikeLines chart you downloaded. Note that if your chart is 

broken into multiple chart files due to resolution and file size, you will need 

to repeat steps 8 through 14 for each chart section. You can display a 

maximum of three chart sections at a time, one in Overlay, one in Map 

Source, and one in Underlay.

 

16. Slide the transparency slider all the way to the right. 
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17. Tap anywhere in map box and return to the main map. 

 

18. Click the globe icon on the top left of the screen. 
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19. Enable the underlay map  

 

20. Select OsmAnd (online tile)  
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21. Click the three horizontal bars icon on the bottom left of the screen. 

Select Settings at the bottom of the menu.

 

22. Select Configure profile.         
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23. Select General settings. 

 
 

 

24. Then select Coordinate Format.  
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25. Change the format to whichever you prefer (most common is 

degrees and decimal minutes).  

 

26. Select Apply to all profiles 
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27. Return to the map screen. 

28. Click the small circle or target icon on the bottom right of the screen 

next to the zoom buttons.  This enables the GPS.  Select Allow when 

asked if OsmAnd can access location settings. 

 

To create a waypoint or pull coordinates for a spot, long press on the map 

where you want the waypoint or coordinates. If you want to save it, click 

add to favorites.  If you want the coordinates for the spot, click Description 

in blue in the bottom left.
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To edit a waypoint, press the waypoint then click Description in the bottom 

left.  From the Description screen you can pull the coordinates, change the 

icon for the waypoint, add or change the waypoint’s group, and even enter 

a description.  Note that the waypoint must be marked as a favorite to get 

these options. 
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Activate Trip Recording (Optional): 

To enable the ability to record your trips, follow the screenshots.  

 

(Trip Recording) 
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(Trip Recording) 

 

(Trip Recording) 
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(Trip Recording) 

 
 

 

If you have any questions or run into any problems, please call or email.  

We’re here to help! 
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